
THE BEST WINE EXPERIENCE 
FOR YOUR KITCHEN



A bottle needs to be in 2 places at once:
within reach, and at the right temperature.



TOP UP,  ANYONE?

Kaelo keeps drinks chilled so you can 
enjoy every sip at the perfect temperature.

Open a cold one, pour yourself a glass, and 
pop the bottle in your Kaelo. That’s it! 

Kaelo will keep the bottle at its opening 
temperature, and without any mess, drips 

or maintenance... easy. 



2 MODELS

KAELO

Kaelo maintains the perfect temperature for 
any chilled drink, and features touch control 

lighting to suit any mood. 



Kaelo Plus comes with two extra temperature 
modes and dynamic lighting:

Red WineRed Wine, , if you keep your reds at 
their perfect temperature of 12-18°C, 

this is for you. 

Boost ModeBoost Mode, for when your want a little 
extra cool, Boost will chill down your drink 

by 3-4°C over half an hour.

New

2 MODELS

KAELO PLUS



Kaelo Plus has gradient lighting and 
effects, for when the night calls for it…



BOTH KAELO MODELS 
COME IN 3 STYLES. . .
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FLUSH

UNDERMOUNT

A timeless classic. A seamless curve in a 
choice of finishes.

For a more discreet style, a flat profile 
embedded into the worktop.

For the minimalist that loves to enjoy life, 
this Kaelo can be hidden under a cover 

made from the same worktop.
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YOUR CROWNING GLORY

The Kaelo Crown controls everything. Simply tap to 
turn on or hold to change mode. 

Stainless Steel is the hero finish for all models.

Curved and Flush styles are available in 4 premium 
finishes: Black, Gun Metal, Brass or Copper. 

All available in polished or brushed.



“TO BRING A LITTLE MAGIC 
INTO PEOPLE’S LIVES”

That’s why our founder, Kevin, designed Kaelo. 

Developed from an East London shed with a 
£10k loan from his mum and some help from 
his friends, Kaelo is a true story of turning an 

idea into a reality by bringing people together. 

Kaelo is now at the centre of good times with 
friends and family around the world, and that’s 

definitely worth raising a glass for... cheers!



KAELO

CROWNS:

CURVED

FLUSH

UNDERMOUNT

TEMP. MODE:

KAELO

RED WINE

BOOST

LIGHTING:

SOLID

GRADIENT

DYNAMIC

KAELO 
PLUS

2 Models



LET’S CHAT
KAELO.CO.UK 

+44 (0)207 8701 115

INFO@KAELO.CO.UK

DID YOU KNOW.. .

It’s a myth that red wine is best at room temperature!  
This was true in medieval times when homes were 

much colder, but serving it at 12-18 degrees is 
actually the best way to enjoy it.


